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This free ebook about statistical methods for the social sciences by alan agresti agresti
and finley present statistical methods in a style that emphasizes their concepts and their
application to the social sciences rather than the mathematics and computational details
behind them. statistical methods for the social sciences, 4e presents an introduction to
statistical methods for students majoring in social science disciplines. no previous
knowledge agresti and finley present statistical methods in a style that emphasizes their
concepts and their application to the social sciences rather than the mathematics and
computational details behind them. statistical methods for the social sciences, 4e
presents an introduction to statistical methods for students majoring in social science
disciplines. no previous knowledge of statistics is assumed, and mathematical
background is assumed to be minimal (lowest-level high-school algebra). this text may
be used in a one or two course sequence. such sequences are commonly required of
social science graduate students in sociology, political science, and psychology. students
in geography, anthropology, journalism, and speech also are sometimes required to take

at least one statistics course. ...more
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NIGHT BY ELIE WIESEL (CONNECT : A LITERATURE/SOCIAL
STUDIES PROGRAM)
presents activities to accompany the reading of night by elie wiesel. for grades 8- Readable/Downloadable
12. featured book is about a searing personal memoir of a boy who lived through
the horrors of auschwitz and buchenwald, a witness to the evils of the nazi regime.

METROPOLITAN LIFE/SOCIAL STUDIES
from the pen of fran lebowitz: "special-interest publications should realize that if
they are attracting enough advertising and readers to make a profit, the interest is
not so special." "the opposite of talking isn't listening. the opposite of talking is
waiting." "humility is no substitute for a good personality." "when you leave new
york, you are astonished at how clean th from the pen of fran lebowitz: "specialinterest publications should realize that if they are attracting enough advertising
and readers to make a profit, the interest is not so special." "the opposite of talking
isn't listening. the opposite of talking is waiting." "humility is no substitute for a
good personality." "when you leave new york, you are astonished at how clean the
rest of the world is. clean is not enough." "if you are of the opinion that the
Readable/Downloadable
contemplation of suicide is sufficient evidence of a poetic nature, do not forget
that actions speak louder than words." "i do not believe in god. i believe in
cashmere." from a woman who considers herself a lazy writer and who once said,
"your life story would not make a good book. don't even try," comes this new
volume, which brings back into print two of her most celebrated collections of
essays. written in the tradition of dorothy parker, fran lebowitz's hilariously
acerbic "metropolitan life" and "social studies" are classics of their genre. in them
lebowitz does what she does best, caustically portraying the vicissitudes of
contemporary urban life--its fads, trends, crazes, morals and fashions. by turns
ironic, facetious, deadpan, sarcastic, wry, wisecracking and waggish, she is
always wickedly entertaining. ...more

TEN QUESTIONS SCIENCE CAN'T ANSWER (YET!): A GUIDE TO
SCIENCE'S GREATEST MYSTERIES
from the author of the bestselling the science of the hitchhiker's guide to the
galaxy comes another incredible trip to an even more mysterious terrain. michael
hanlon identifies ten scientific questions that we simply can't seem to answer and
explains why these compelling mysteries will remain unsolved for years to come
how did life begin? why are there two sexes? where di from the author of the
bestselling the science of the hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy comes another
incredible trip to an even more mysterious terrain. michael hanlon identifies ten
scientific questions that we simply can't seem to answer and explains why these
compelling mysteries will remain unsolved for years to come how did life begin?
why are there two sexes? where did language originate? in hanlon's
characteristically witty style, he ponders the ways these questions have persisted
in frustrating the best minds and asks what might be needed to get to the bottom
of it all. from politics to lack of technology, each question has its own set of
circumstances holding it back. by exploring these unanswerable questions, hanlon
exposes some of science's greatest failings and missteps--and charts a hopeful
direction for getting science back on the road to discovery. ...more
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HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY, VOLUME 5: PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
(HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY #5)
includes established theories and cutting-edge developments. presents the work of an international group of
experts. presents the nature, origin, implications, an future course of major unresolved issues in the area.
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LAW, CULTURE AND SOCIETY: LEGAL IDEAS IN THE MIRROR OF
SOCIAL THEORY (LAW, JUSTICE AND POWER) (LAW, JUSTICE AND Readable/Downloadable
POWER) (LAW, JUSTICE AND POWER)

THE DIRTY GIRLS SOCIAL CLUB (DIRTY GIRLS #1)
in this irrepressible, can't-put-it-down novel of six friends-each one an
unforgettable woman in her late twenties-you'll meet: --lauren, the "caliente"
columnist for the local boston paper whose love live has recently led her to her
boyfriend's closet...to catch him in the act with someone else --sara, the perfect
wife and mother who's got it all but who is paying a high pr in this irrepressible,
can't-put-it-down novel of six friends-each one an unforgettable woman in her late
twenties-you'll meet: --lauren, the "caliente" columnist for the local boston paper
whose love live has recently led her to her boyfriend's closet.to catch him in the
Readable/Downloadable
act with someone else --sara, the perfect wife and mother who's got it all but who
is paying a high price --amber, raised a valley girl without a word of spanish but
who is becoming a huge rock en espanol star --elizabeth, the stunning black latina
whose tv anchor job conflicts with her intensely private personal life --rebecca,
hyper-in-command in the world of her glossy magazine, ella, but totally at sea
when it comes to men --usnavys, fabulous and larger than life, whose agenda to
land the kind of man who can keep her in manolos almost prevents her finding
true love .more

AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE,
1300 1914 2 VOLUME PAPERBACK SET (HISTORY OF OTTOMAN
EMPIRE #1)
this major contribution to ottoman history is now published in paperback in two
volumes: the original single hardback volume (1994) has been widely acclaimed
as a landmark in the study of one of the most enduring and influential empires of
modern times. the authors provide a richly detailed account of the social and
economic history of the ottoman region, from the origins this major contribution
to ottoman history is now published in paperback in two volumes: the original
single hardback volume (1994) has been widely acclaimed as a landmark in the
study of one of the most enduring and influential empires of modern times. the
authors provide a richly detailed account of the social and economic history of the Readable/Downloadable
ottoman region, from the origins of the empire around 1300 to the eve of its
destruction during world war one. the breadth of range and the fullness of
coverage make these two volumes essential for an understanding of contemporary
developments in both the middle east and the post-soviet balkan world. the text of
volume one is by halil inalcik, covering the period 1300-1600. the second volume,
written by suraiya faroqhi, bruce mcgowan, donald quataert and sevket pamuk,
continues the story to 1914. each volume examines developments in population,
trade, transport, manufacturing, land tenure and the economy, and extensive
apparatus and bibliographic information is provided for students and others
wishing to pursue the subject in more detail. both volumes will be fundamental to
any future discussion of any aspect of ottoman history. ...more

MEDIEVAL WOMEN: A SOCIAL HISTORY OF WOMEN IN ENGLAND
450-1500 (MEDIEVAL WOMEN BOXSET)
medieval women looks at a thousand years of english history, as it affected - and
was made by - women.
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PRECOLONIAL BLACK AFRICA: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS OF EUROPE AND BLACK
AFRICA, FROM ANTIQUITY TO THE FORMATION OF MODERN
STATES
a comparison of the political and social systems of europe and black africa from
antiquity to the formation of modern states that demonstrates the black
contribution to the development of western civilization.
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ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN - BEHAVIORAL, SOCIAL, &AMP;
CLINICAL FOUNDATIONS (5TH, 06) BY SATTLER, JEROME M HOGE, ROBERT D - SATTLER, JEROME M - HOG [HARDCOVER
(2005)]
assessment of children - behavioral, social, & clinical foundations (5th, 06) by
sattler, jerome m - hoge, robert d - sattler, jerome m - hog [hardcover (2005)]
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GOOD TO GREAT AND THE SOCIAL SECTORS: A MONOGRAPH TO
ACCOMPANY GOOD TO GREAT
building upon the concepts introduced in good to great, jim collins answers the
most commonly asked questions raised by his readers in the social sectors. using
information gathered from interviews with over 100 social sector leaders, jim
collins shows that his "level 5 leader" and other good-to-great principles can help
social sector organizations make the leap to greatne building upon the concepts
introduced in good to great, jim collins answers the most commonly asked
questions raised by his readers in the social sectors. using information gathered
from interviews with over 100 social sector leaders, jim collins shows that his
"level 5 leader" and other good-to-great principles can help social sector
organizations make the leap to greatness. ...more
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THE NEW RULES OF MARKETING AND PR: HOW TO USE SOCIAL
MEDIA, BLOGS, NEWS RELEASES, ONLINE VIDEO, AND VIRAL
MARKETING TO REACH BUYERS DIRECTLY, 2ND EDITION
(PAPERBACK)
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MARIE CURIE AND HER DAUGHTERS: THE PRIVATE LIVES OF SCIENCE'S FIRST FAMILY
a new portrait of the two-time nobel winner and her two daughters focusing on the first family in science, this biography
of marie curie plumbs the recesses of her relationships with her two daughters, extraordinary in their own right, and
presents the legendary scientist to us in a fresh way. although the common image is that of a shy introvert toiling away in
her laborato a new portrait of the two-time nobel winner and her two daughters focusing on the first family in science,
this biography of marie curie plumbs the recesses of her relationships with her two daughters, extraordinary in their own
right, and presents the legendary scientist to us in a fresh way. although the common image is that of a shy introvert
toiling away in her laboratory, highly praised science writer shelley emling shows how marie curie was nothing short of
an iconoclast. her affair with a younger and married man drew the enmity of a xenophobic french establishment, who
denied her entry to the academy of sciences and tried to expel her from france. but she was determined to live life how
she saw fit, and passed on her resilience to her daughters. emling draws on personal letters released by curie's only
granddaughter to show how marie influenced her daughters yet let them blaze their own paths. irene followed her
Readable/Downloadable
mother's footsteps into science and was instrumental in the discovery of nuclear fission. eve traveled the world as a
foreign correspondent and then moved on to humanitarian missions. emling also shows how curie, following world war i,
turned to america for help. few people know about curie's close friendship with american journalist missy meloney, who
arranged speaking tours across the country for marie and eve and irene. months on the road, charming audiences both
large and small, endeared the curies to american women and established a lifelong relationship with the united states that
formed one of the strongest connections of marie's life. without the financial support of american women, marie might
not have been able to go on with her research. continuing the family story into the third generation, emling also
interviews marie curie's granddaughter helene joliot-curie, who is an accomplished physicist in her own right. she reveals
why her grandmother was a lot more than just a scientist and how marie's trips to america forever changed her. factually
rich, personal and original, this is an engrossing story about the most famous woman in science that rips the cover off the
myth and reveals the real person, friend, and mother behind it. ...more
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THE MODERN WORLD-SYSTEM I: CAPITALIST AGRICULTURE AND
THE ORIGINS OF THE EUROPEAN WORLD-ECONOMY IN THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY (STUDIES IN SOCIAL DISCONTINUITY)
this book was written during a year's stay at the center for advanced study in the
behavioral sciences. countless authors have sung its praises. aside from splendid
surroundings, unlimited library and secretarial assistance, and a ready supply of
varied scholars to consult at a moment's notice, what the center offers is to leave
the scholar to his own devices, for good or this book was written during a year's
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stay at the center for advanced study in the behavioral sciences. countless authors
have sung its praises. aside from splendid surroundings, unlimited library and
secretarial assistance, and a ready supply of varied scholars to consult at a
moment's notice, what the center offers is to leave the scholar to his own devices,
for good or ill. would that all men had such wisdom. the final version was
consummated with the aid of a grant from the social sciences grants subcommittee
of the faculty of graduate studies and research of mcgill university. ...more

DAILY ACTIONS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA MASTERY: 75 DAILY
CHALLENGES TO HELP YOU EXPAND YOUR REACH, BUILD YOUR
PLATFORM, AND ESTABLISH YOUR ONLINE AUTHORITY
learn: learn the ins and outs of the major social media platforms, including major
sites such as facebook, youtube, google+, twitter, linkedin, pinterest, reddit,
scribd, slideshare, and academia.edu. learn how to establish a social media
strategy in line with your goals, and how to market your content based on your
product, service, or credentials. learn how to integrate yo learn: learn the ins and
outs of the major social media platforms, including major sites such as facebook,
youtube, google+, twitter, linkedin, pinterest, reddit, scribd, slideshare, and
academia.edu. learn how to establish a social media strategy in line with your
goals, and how to market your content based on your product, service, or
credentials. learn how to integrate your social media accounts, embed content into
profiles, build out your youtube channel, maximize your pinterest boards, use
facebook graph search, insert social plugins to your blog, and interact within
groups to build dynamic connections. develop: develop your social media skills
with the help of step-by-step explanations and videos. discover how to host
webinars, increase your search engine optimization, and conduct effective
searches in social media platforms for market research. expand: expand your
knowledge of blogging, blogging platforms (such as wordpress), and content
curation. explore your options with podcasting, delivering an ecourse, or writing
an ebook. understand: understand the social ethos of social media, how to engage
others in the social environment that expands the reach of your content and your
brand, and why some platforms are more difficult to integrate into than others.
bonus readers of my book are eligible for steep discounts on my ecourses. details Readable/Downloadable
inside! editorial reviews: what other authors are saying: tara's book is a vital piece
to a complicated puzzle - unraveling how to use social media on a day to day
basis to have a real impact on the bottom line, your authenticity as a subject
matter expert, and to improve sales. as an author and entrepreneur, her ability to
break down the work into manageable daily tasks has been invaluable as i work to
integrate social media - and to focus on the pieces that will have a real impact.
dani babb, phd, mba, author, consultant, tv commentator make money teaching
online, the accidental landlord, the adult student successful social media requires a
brave mix of technological expertise and exposed personality. for many, these two
are not only very separate entities, but they are both fraught with anxiety. dr.
ross's book provides friendly, practical guidance for merging these two realms,
bringing them into a singular focus. effective examples and clear instructions
encourage and empower the reader to launch a beautifully crafted social presence.
laura hope-gill, author of look up asheville: an architectural journey, vols. 1 and 2,
and poet laureate of the blue ridge parkway for the soul tree. in daily actions for
social media mastery tara ross has provided the reader with comprehensive, stepby-step "how to" instructions for using social media to promote brands and
products. the wealth of social and multimedia platforms, all together in one ebook,
with practical "how to" instructions for each, cannot be found in other ebooks. the
beauty of ross's ebook is twofold: (1) guidance in setting goals to facilitate the
decision-making process in determining which of these social media tools will
help promote your brand; and (2) rich resources throughout that provide examples
and visual "how to's" for setting up and using all of these social and multimedia
tools. ...more
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YEARS OF POVERTY, YEARS OF PLENTY: THE CHANGING
ECONOMIC FORTUNES OF AMERICAN WORKERS AND FAMILIES
(AN INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH PUBLICATION)
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AFRICAN RHYTHM AND AFRICAN SENSIBILITY: AESTHETICS AND
SOCIAL ACTION IN AFRICAN MUSICAL IDIOMS
"we have in this book a rosetta stone for mediating, or translating, african musical
behavior and aesthetics."—andrew tracey, african music "john miller chernoff,
who spent 10 years studying african drumming, has a flair for descriptive writing,
and his first-person narratives should be easily understood by any reader, while
ringing unmistakably true for the reader who has "we have in this book a rosetta
stone for mediating, or translating, african musical behavior and
aesthetics."—andrew tracey, african music "john miller chernoff, who spent 10
years studying african drumming, has a flair for descriptive writing, and his firstperson narratives should be easily understood by any reader, while ringing
unmistakably true for the reader who has also been to west africa."—roderick
knight, washington post book world "ethnomusicologists must be proud that their
discipline has produced a book that will, beyond doubt, rank as a classic of african
Readable/Downloadable
studies."—peter fryer, research in literatures "a marvelous booknot many scholars
will ever be able to achieve the kind of synthesis of 'doing' and 'writing about'
their subject matter that chernoff has achieved, but he has given us an excellent
illustration of what is possible."—chet creider, culture "chernoff develops a
brilliant and penetrating musicological essay that is, at the same time, an intensely
personal and even touching account of musical and cultural discovery that anyone
with an interest in africa can and should readno other writing comes close to
approaching chernoff's ability to convey a feeling of how african music
'works'"—james koetting, africana journal "four stars. one of the few books i
know of that talks of the political, social, and spiritual meanings of music. i was
moved. it was so nice i read it twice."—david byrne of "talking heads" the
companion cassette tape has 44 examples of the music discussed in the book. it
consists of field recordings illustrating cross-rhythms, multiple meters, call and
response forms, etc. ...more

HIGH-TECH, HIGH-TOUCH CUSTOMER SERVICE: INSPIRE
TIMELESS LOYALTY IN THE DEMANDING NEW WORLD OF
SOCIAL COMMERCE
small business trends 10 best strategy books 2013
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THE MODERN WORLD-SYSTEM II: MERCANTILISM AND THE
CONSOLIDATION OF THE EUROPEAN WORLD-ECONOMY, 16001750 (STUDIES IN SOCIAL DISCONTINUITY)
modern world-system ii: the mercantilism and the consolidation of the european
world-economy, 1600-1750.
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SOCIAL ANARCHISM OR LIFESTYLE ANARCHISM
this book asks—and tries to answer—several basic questions that affect all leftists today. will anarchism remain a revolutionary
social movement or become a chic boutique lifestyle subculture? will its primary goals be the complete transformation of a
hierarchical, class, and irrational society into a libertarian communist one? or will it become an ideology focused on pers this
book asks—and tries to answer—several basic questions that affect all leftists today. will anarchism remain a revolutionary social
movement or become a chic boutique lifestyle subculture? will its primary goals be the complete transformation of a hierarchical, Readable/Downloadable
class, and irrational society into a libertarian communist one? or will it become an ideology focused on personal well-being,
spiritual redemption, and self-realization within the existing society? in an era of privatism, kicks, introversion, and postmodernist nihilism, murray bookchin forcefully examines the growing nihilistic trends that threaten to undermine the
revolutionary tradition of anarchism and co-opt its fragments into a harmless personalistic, yuppie ideology of social
accommodation that presents no threat to the existing powers that be. includes the essay, "the left that was." ...more
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